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In this paper we present necessary and sufficient conditi tins for the existence of solu 
dons to more general systems of fines diophantine equatioi:s and inequalities than have 
previously been considered. We do this in terms of variants ;nd extensions of g;eneralizecl 
inverse concepts which also FKrrnit US to give representation- of the set of all solutions tl,l 
the systems. The results are t’urther extended to mixed integ-:r systems. 
e present in this paper necessary and sufficie% conditions for the 




is research was partly su 
ies, 
where .A, B. C’ anal D are matrices ef rational numbers. If solvable. tho 
parer gives a representation to the sot c?f all solution5 of the correspond- 
ing sy s tc rns,. 
The resulfs of ahe first part of this paper are then extended to mixed 
integer systems. 
the rt-dimensisnal real vector space. 
I the identity matrix with dimension as t~eetkd. 
For any tws 771 X ri real matrices A and B, 
4 3 B t[eIlUPeSQ#i Z bij, i = 1, l .** t?l+ 1 = 1, l rn, 11; 
A integer nrr:ans Qij integer, i = 1. . . . . H2, i = I, .,., PI: 
AT denotes the trar.spose of A ; 
K(A j clenotrs the range space of A I 
.A&4 ) denotes the null space of A. 
Fm a fixed m X tl real matrix A, consider the four matrix equations 
f= denote (following the notation of [ 11) by A{i, j, . . . . k) the set of 
X m ::eal matrices X satisfj,ing equat‘isns (& (I), l . . . 0 ( I G i. j. . . . , ii G 4). 
i, j, . . . , k G 4) are noncmpty because 
K-1 is called an “(i, j, . . . o k} -g.i. ” ( generaliaed in- .” 
e :1,2,3,4j-g.i. of/ is unique, and is the 
+ (SW [ 12,13 1 j. 
ic;itions a weaker gi. is suffickzlt. Thus 
fficient as shown by the 
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3. Existence of SC’ 4u tions to linew diophantine equatims 
bfinition 3.1. If T E A{i. j. . . . . k) t 1 < i.1. . . . . k < ~4) and TA is integer. 
then T is uakd ;t “left integer (i. jV . . . . A-}-g.i.” of .A and will be denoted 
(: f i. ’ 9 -8.9 k)-li.p.i. of A. (This gena-a1ikr.a , definition of Bowman and 
Burdet [ 71.) 
S.noe for everg? matrix A there exists a unique { I, 2,3,4)-gi.. either 
A” is integer and then A+ is the ( 1 , 2, 3,4)-1.i.g.i. of d4, 0~ there is no 
U , 2, 3,4)-l.i.g.i. of -4. 
ho set of all (i, j, . . . . k)-l.i.g.i. of A will be denoted by A f-{i. j. . . . . k}. 
I the same way, WC defhc a r.i.g.i. of A to be a matrix S such that 
AS 1s integer and S is {i, j, . . . , k}- gi. 
1 (i, j, .,., k)-r.i.g.U. of 
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. Suppose X satisfies (9), then 
is it~tegcr since 7X X and BS ape all integer, hence (i) holds. 
cimers~l~. If (!I: = A TCSR, then 7TS is a particular solution 0f (9) 
ropo:;ition (i). Now in order to get the general solution of 
0 solive A X B = 0, X integer. But any expressicm of the 
fml?X= Y - 7% Y B S, Y integer, satisfies ,4 X B = 0, X integer, and 
cmtversely if d X B 3: 0, X integer, then X = X - 72 XB S which ct91-w 
letes tk proof. 
In order to find a reprmentation for A f{ 1) we consider now that 
‘1:~ has a solution (we assu 
)e .~ritte~~ as: 
t in order to fi’iur 
237 
f. Follows immediatcl~~ from the urI;’ akove 3rd the fact that 
n a similar way wc” can find the reyreskMati~n of the set “{l) in 
terms of a given pair T. S satisfying T E A F{ 1) 31x! 
vious’:y necessary l 8 show that i 
in C 22‘5 th t’ ~~~l~o~i 
. 239 
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oaf. Fo3lows immediately from Lemma 2.1. 
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Since H is a unirnodular hteger matrix, (43) is equivalent o 
K,’ 0 
0 0 
tl = integer .
md hence (34) for the above case can bc written as 
ixrtd integer systems 
Consider the mixed integer spiten?. 
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1 -_ 1 0 
0 2 1 
2 0 -4 
stitu ting (7 1) in ( 55 j we obtain 
1 
A 1.i.g.i. of the matrix 
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